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28th June 2018
Dear Parent/Guardian
I can now confirm that there is an opportunity for our students to train with the expert professional
coaches at Read Madrid FC at their training complex in Madrid. As well as training the pupils will
have the unique and exciting opportunity to venture behind the scenes at the prestigious Santiago
Bernabeu Stadium giving the pupils a real understanding of life playing in the La Liga
Inspiresport are the ‘Official Partners of the “Welsh Schools Football Association’. They are
running these programmes in partnership with the top clubs and sports governing bodies. Young
players of all ages, gender and abilities can participate in the trip and benefit not only from the
specialist professional coaching, but also the educational and cultural aspects at the destination
where the programme takes place.
Due to positive feedback from local schools who have taken part in these programmes, without
obligation, I have provisionally reserved a limited number of places to Real Madrid for October
2019. These places will be held until after the no obligation parent’s presentation by which time, I
hope to have secured enough interest to confirm the trip.
The total cost of the trip will be £798. This price includes flights and transfers, all-inclusive hotel in
Madrid, Adidas training kit, Bernabeu stadium tour and training experience with Real Madrid
coaches.
A representative from Inspiresport will be attending a meeting here at the school to present exactly
what this trip will involve and the package on offer. This will take place on Thursday 5th July 2018
at Ysgol Bryn Alyn for a 6.00pm start in the school’s top hall. For those parents that have access to
a computer, you can find out more on www.inspiresport.com
I look forward to seeing you in the meeting on Thursday 5 th July at 6.00pm.

Regards

Mr A Jones
Head of Physical Education
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